1 studies stegocodes for covert communication over timing channels. In a timing channel, the information resides in the packet interdeparture times as opposed to the packets themselves. The encoding procedure should preserve the statistics of the packet interarrival process. Our steganographic codes are based on two novel ideas namely, queue-based codes and Shannon's encoding functions for channels with causal side information at the transmitter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the science of hiding messages in cover signals (covertext) such as image, video, audio, graphics, text or packet transmission times. The dual problem to steganography is steganalysis, that is, detection of hidden information within a dataset (stegotext). In this paper, we develop new methods for covert communication over timing channels with side information, building on our recent work [1] .
Timing channels are covert channels in which information is embedded in the time intervals between the packets sent over a network from a transmitting node to a receiving node. A covert receiver observing packet timings decodes the embedded message, therefore a channel is created between the stegocoder and the observer. If the packet timings have the same statistics as regular packet timings, communication over the timing channel is undetectable.
Timing channels can be used e.g, by the military and intelligence organizations to discreetly communicate over public networks. On the negative side, timing channels can be designed by a malicious intruder for the same purpose. The adversary might be a hacker who has gained unauthorized access to a node on the network and tries to leak out private data such as passwords and sensitive documents. In either scenario, the stegocoder wants to remain undetected. Even if the network administrator cannot detect this unauthorized use of the network, he or she can still disrupt it by jamming the network. The packet timings could be altered to some extent 1 This research was supported by NSF grant CCF 08-30776.
by adding timing noise to the channel. This might not be desirable because normal network operations will be subject to extra latencies and transmission errors. Therefore, the actual detection of a covert channel is more efficient than jamming.
Research has been conducted on several informationtheoretic aspects of timing channels. Giles and Hajek [2] studied game-theoretic aspects of communication over a timing channel with a jammer. Song and Wagner exploited the statistics of keystroke timings for timing attacks [3] .Moulin and O'Sullivan's theory of steganography [4] applies to timing channels, as detailed by Wang and Moulin [5] . Anantharam and Verdu [6] studied the capacity of queueing systems and quantified the capacity of the underlying timing channel. There, a sender communicates bits through a given queue which modifies packet timings.
In contrast, the problem presented in this paper is one of information transmission with side information in the form of given packet interarrival times. The stegocoder is able to perturb the packet timings but not the contents, subject to causality and average delay constraints. In this sense, the problem relates to Shannon's 1958 work on channel coding with causal side information available at the transmitter [7] . Moreover, there is an average cost constraint on the codewords, which takes the form of an average delay that covertext packets are subjected to.
Notation: Capital letters denote random variables, and lowercase letters represent their realizations. Boldface letters denote vectors, and calligraphic letters denote sets. For example, X ∈ X n represents a random vector (X 1 , . . . , X n ), with each X i taking values in X . The probability distribution of X is denoted by p X , and the probability of its realization x is denoted by p X (x). The mutual information between two random variables X and Y with joint pmf p is I p (X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ), where H(X) is the entropy of X and H(X|Y ) is the conditional entropy of X given Y . The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two pmfs p and q is denoted by D(p||q). A matrix is denoted by a blackboard symbol (e.g, A). Finally, the indicator function of a set A is denoted by 1 x∈A .
II. TIMING STEGOCODES
Referring to Fig. 1 , the covertext is modeled as a sequence of interarrival times A = (A 1 , . . . , A n ) of i.i.d. samples drawn from a pmf {p A (a), a ∈ A} over a countable alphabet A ⊆ N. A message M uniformly distributed over M is to be embedded in A and transmitted to a decoder. The stegocoder produces a stegotext D through a function ψ n (A, M ), in order to convey the message M to the decoder reliably. The covertext and stegotext are required to be close according to some distortion metric. The decoder has access to the stegotext D but not to the covertext A. Therefore the channel from the encoder's output D to the decoder's input is noiseless 2 . The decoder produces an estimate M = φ n (D) ∈ M. The code (ψ n , φ n ) is randomized using a random variable known only to the stegocoder and decoder. The expected latency introduced by the code at time n is τ n = E n j=1 (D j − A j ) where the expectation is taken with respect to M and (ψ n , φ n ).
Definition 1: A length-n, rate-R, latency-τ n , ε-secure timing stegocode is defined as follows [1] :
where m ∈ M {1, . . . , 2 nR } is the secret message to be transmitted, a i = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a i ), and f i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the sequence of encoding functions. The decoding rule is of the form m = φ n (D n ). Definition 2: A rate R is said to be achievable for the noiseless timing channel and for a stationary, ergodic input process A if there exists a sequence of (n, R, τ n , ε) timing stegocodes with vanishing decoding error probability as n → ∞.
Definition 3: The capacity of the noiseless timing channel is the supremum of all achievable rates.
A. Simple Example
Cybenko proposed a simple stochastic timing code in [8] . The code modifies the interarrival packet time a i into an interdeparture time d i to embed a binary message, m i = {0, 1} according to the following formula:
2 A more general noisy timing channel [1] could follow a DMC model, where the decoder has access to a noisy sequence Y whose letters A i and the departure process
D i for the simple code of (3) and the queue-based code of [1] where s is some odd (and possibly random) positive number. The expected value of D i is strictly greater than the expected value of A i , and this creates a lag with linearly increasing mean as the transmission time increases, see Fig. 2 . This drift constrains the stegocoder to actively transmit only over brief periods of time, in order to keep the overall delay small. This is an inefficient exploitation of the covert channel and at the same time makes the communication more easily detectable.
To circumvent the drift problem of timing codes a new approach was proposed in [1] which embeds the information bits via a queue, see Fig. 2 . Moreover, in the special case of a queue having iid geometric interarrival times with mean 1/λ, and geometric service times with mean 1/µ such that µ > λ, the distribution of the interarrival times is perfectly preserved. That is, interdeparture times are iid geometric with mean 1/λ.
B. Queueing Theory
A queue is a nonlinear system with memory. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , packets with interarrival times, A = A i , i ∈ N, are fed into the queue, which services them with a set of service times, S = S i , i ∈ N. The interdeparture times are denoted by D = D i , i ∈ N. The idle times, W = W i , i ∈ N, correspond to the times when the server is not busy servicing any packet. These processes are related by Lindley's equations: A special kind of queue is the Geo/Geo/1 queue, which has stationary iid geometric interarrival and service times. The arrival rate, λ and the service rate, µ of the Geo/Geo/1 queue are given by:
The load factor, µ/λ must be less than 1 for the queue to be stable. The marginal distributions for the service, interarrival and interdeparture times are:
The marginal distribution p W for the idle times is the mixture of an impulse at 0 (with weight λ/µ) and a geometric distribution with parameter λ. For a queue operating in stationary mode, (A, D) is a jointly stationary process. Moreover, A, D, and W are iid sequences. The queue introduces a mean delay:
where
C. Queue-Based Stegocodes
The Geo/Geo/1 queue is particularly relevant to this work because it preserves the distribution and the rate of the interarrival times, and the latency is determined by the load factor. This implies that if the information bits are embedded via the service times added by the queue while maintaining the stochastic properties of the Geo/Geo/1 queue, then the steganographic requirements can be met. In essence this brings up the idea of perturbing the timings of the codewords via queue-based encoding functions. A toy example for such a code was presented in [1] . Here we ask: what is the maximum rate of reliable transmission R max over this queue? While it is reasonable to conjecture that R max is the capacity in Definition 3, we do not know whether this conjecture is true at this point. To analyze the queue model's information-theoretic limits and construct practical queuebased stegocodes, Shannon's framework for channels with causal side information at the transmitter (subject to additional steganographic constraints) is considered next.
D. Channels with Side Information at the Transmitter
A summary of Shannon's work on channels with side information at the transmitter [7] is provided below. Referring to Figure 4 , Shannon considered a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) p Y |XS with iid random states with pmf p S over an alphabet S. State information is made causally available to the transmitter.
A length n block code with M messages is a sequence of functions {f i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}:
s m x y m Shannon showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between this channel with side information and another channel without side information, which has the same output alphabet and an expanded input alphabet, U defined by the following theorem. 
and the capacity is:
E. Information-Theoretic Analysis of Queue-Based Stegocodes
Denote by W and D ⊆ N the alphabets for W and D, and consider the following framework. Let p * W D be the joint distribution of (W, D) over W × D for the Geo/Geo/1 queue with expected service time 1/µ. Denote by p * W and p * D the corresponding marginals. Denote by U the set of mappings from W to D (analogous to Shannon's problem above, with W and D respectively playing the roles of channel state S and input X), which matches p * W D exactly:
(6) In contrast, a stochastic mapping [1] would map each W ∈ W onto D ∈ D according to a conditional pmf, p D|U W . Here
Given message m and packet i, the stegocoder selects the mapping U m,i and outputs D i = U m,i (W i ). Now let C be a randomized code, where the letters U m,i are drawn iid from a pmf p U . There are |U| = |D| |W| deterministic mappings and |W||D| matching constraints in (6) . Denote by P U (p W D ) the set of feasible probability distributions over U. We seek p U that maximizes I(U ; D) over P U (p W D ) and satisfies the steganographic constraints of (6) .
The ideal geometric distributions p S and p A given in (4) and (5) have unbounded supports. To evaluate R max , we consider a sequence of problems (indexed by t ∈ N) involving perturbed truncated and normalized distributions. The pmfs p S and p A are truncated at a point t, i.e the interarrival and service processes follow truncated geometric distributions. The corresponding distributions are denoted by p , and its cardinality (2t − 1) t is exponential in t. The interarrival process A (t) for the perturbed problem is iid with marginal pmf p
A ||p A ) = 0.The following equalities hold:
The maximum achievable rate R max of the queue-based stegocode with causal side information is:
where:
and
is the feasible set of probabilities over U (t) , defined analogously to (6):
Consequently:
(9) We can show that R t is increasing in t and is bounded from above by the entropy H(A (t) ), therefore R t is finite and the supremum in (7) is equal to the limit. H(A (∞) ) is the entropy of an ideal geometric distribution. The matching constraints in (6) are represented in matrix form as:
where A is a t(2t − 1) × (2t − 1) t binary matrix. Its columns correspond to the mappings, and the rows correspond to the constraints. The t(2t − 1) dimensional vector b corresponds to the right hand side of the equalities given in (6).
F. Dimensionality of the Optimization Problem
Evaluating (8) is apparently a simple problem since it involves maximizing a concave function over a convex set defined by |W (t) ||D (t) | linear equalities. The difficulty of this optimization problem lies in the high dimension of the input and constraint spaces. There are (2t − 1) t deterministic mappings and t(2t − 1) constraints. Even for moderately large t the size of U (t) is astronomical. 
Therefore, only a small subset of the entire set U (t) is needed to construct encoding functions achieving R t . Also note that since t is finite, it is not possible to perfectly match the interdeparture distribution, p *
A . The truncated processes A (t) and D (t) are jointly iid only in the limit as t → ∞, therefore
III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH Evaluation of (7) involves the solution of a sequence of convex programs indexed by t. An analytic solution cannot be found. Standard optimization algorithms are computationally expensive and fail for large alphabet sizes. Blahut [9] proposed a computationally feasible iterative algorithm to compute the capacity of an unconstrained channel. He also generalized this algorithm to channels with two constraints using a Lagrangian method [9] . A closed-form solution for the Lagrangian parameter was given and the complexity of the algorithm with cost constraints is essentially the same as that of the basic algorithm without cost constraints. To run Blahut's algorithm with constraints, the vector of multipliers needs to be known. For the simple cases of one or two constraints the multipliers are easily obtained. Unfortunately, we have t(2t − 1) multipliers corresponding to the constraints of (10).
Computing these multipliers appears to be a formidable task even for a moderately large t, so a computationally efficient method is needed.
For notational convenience we denote by I(p (t) U ) the mutual information between U (t) and D (t) . The functional is concave in p (t) U over the (2t − 1) t dimensional probability simplex.
The feasibility set P U (t) (p * (t) W D ) given by (10) is a linear subspace of R
We note that the (2t − 1) t dimensional vector, c U is independent of p U . Consequently, the computation of R t in (8) can be reduced to a linear program of the form:
where A and b are defined in (10). This reformulation of the optimization problem does not reduce the complexity of (8) but presents us with a useful 
After solving the dual in (12), the optimal vector x * is obtained. Two approaches can be taken to find the solution of the original problem. First, the resulting vector x * constitutes the vector of multipliers in Blahut's iterative algorithm. This results in R t and p * (t) U over U (t) . Another way of solving the primal in (11) from the dual in (12) is by making use of complementary slackness. The vector A x * is evaluated and compared to b. The slack inequalities correspond to zero entries in the primal solution. Fortunately, a large subset of the constraints are slack since the subset of mappings that achieve R t consists of no more than 2t 2 + t − 1 mappings. The primal in (11) is easily solvable with this reduced subset, and p * (t) U that achieves R t is obtained. Table I gives R t of (8) for fixed service and arrival rates, µ = 0.5 and λ = 0.3, and increasing values of the truncation point, t. The larger t, the higher is the maximum achievable rate R t , and the higher is the computational complexity of the problem. Recall that a linear increase in t leads to an exponential increase in the space of mappings U (t) . Fortunately R t converges fairly rapidly, as seen in Table I .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To study the tradeoff between achievable rate and latency, we varied the arrival and service rates and computed R 7 . Rate curves for fixed arrival rates were plotted in Figure 5 against the expected normalized delay, τ = λ/(µ − λ) = 1/(µ/λ − 1). The achievable rates decrease with an increase in λ, as does the entropy of the interarrival process. Referring to Table II and Figure 5 , we see that the rate curves saturate and converge to the upper bound H(A (t) ) in the limit as τ → ∞. Moreover H(A (t) ) is itself upper-bounded by the entropy H(A (∞) ) of the ideal iid geometric process A. The stegocoder has no control over the arrival process and its rate. On the other hand, the service rate of the queue is a design parameter that controls the latency. V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied secure codes for timing channels with causality, low latency, and steganographic constraints. We have examined the achievable rates for a class of encoding functions and computed the maximum rate at which an encoder can send information securely over a timing channel. In order to meet the steganographic constraints we considered queue-based encoders. The analysis is then conducted using Shannon's theory for communication with causal side information at the transmitter. Computing the maximum achievable rate of the codes is a computationally complex task. A linear optimization approach was identified to reduce the complexity of the problem, and Blahut's algorithm was used to obtain the maximum achievable rate.
